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Face-Off Communication

Officials immediately determine where the face-off is going 
to occur and clearly communicate the location.

Use signals, gestures and voice.

All Officials can help minimize delays by directing players to 
the face-off location when necessary.



Official’s Stance

Skates shoulder width apart

Free hand at side

Knees bent slightly

Skates one foot from dot

Conceal puck at waist

Official’s stance when conducting a face-off:



Common Faults

What are some of the mistakes Officials make when 
conducting face-offs?

Skates too close, too far apart.

Knees not flexed, not square to the dot.

Skates too close to dot.

Bent over, dropping head too low.

Puck being presented or drop telegraphed.



Spot the Faults



No Presenting!



Face-Offs

Skates too far apart.

Head too low.

Hand too low.

Skates too close to face-off dot.

Centermen not lined up.



Positioning of Centres

Skates clear of face-off restraining line.

Toe of stick in designated area.

Visiting team sets up first.

Stick not moving.



Positioning of Other Skaters

Sticks back of hash marks but may be inside circle.

Body and stick onside.

Skates outside circle.



Three-Official System 
End-Zone Face-Offs 
Back linesperson should be positioned outside the blue line at a 45 
degree angle.

When puck drops, linesperson dropping the puck will reposition just 
outside near blue line and will accept responsibility for that line.

Use standard “release” signal.

When release occurs, the back linesperson will move away from the 
blue line to a location half way between the blue line and the centre 
red line.



Face-Off Summary

For all stoppages, linesperson picking up the puck will conduct the face-off 
while the back linesperson will focus on players and line changes.

Linesperson that calls an off-side retrieves the puck and conducts the face-off.

Linesperson that calls the icing retrieves the puck and conducts the face-off.

On all face-offs, the Official dropping the puck will keep that end of the ice.

The Official that calls an intentional off-side will retrieve the puck and 
conduct the face-off.





Line Change 
Procedure Objective
Be in a position to give the coach the best view of the line 
change procedure.  In the three-official system, with a 
face-off in the end zone, the Referee is encouraged to 
move outward into the end zone face-off circle to conduct 
the procedure, and upon completion, take up her position 
at the ½ piston position.



Line Change Procedure

After a whistle, as the Referee skates to his position he will 
face and allow the visiting team five seconds to make a player 
change after which time he will raise his arm. The arm signal 
will indicate that no further changes can be made by the 
visiting team as well to indicate to the home team that they 
now have up to five seconds to make their change.



Line Change Procedure

Once both teams have had five seconds to make line changes 
and the Referee lowers his arm, any player attempting to 
leave the bench is in violation of the line change procedure. 
The player is sent back to the bench and the team is warned 
additional line change violations will result in a bench 
minor. Each team is allowed one warning.



Line Change Procedure

In the two-official system, who does the line 
change procedure?

In the three-official system, who does the line 
change procedure?

In the four-official system, who does the line 
change procedure?



Line Change Procedure

In the two-official system, who does the line change 
procedure? Back Referee.

In the three-official system, who does the line change 
procedure? Referee.

In the four-official system, who does the line change 
procedure? Back Referee.



Encroachment – Front Official

Initial shoulder check, then centres and players in front.



Face-Off Guidelines

When conducting a face-off, once the Official doing the line 
change procedure raises his arm, check the players behind 
you, turn and communicate with the players to line up and 
as the line change procedure concludes, blow your whistle.



Encroachment – Back Official

After the front Official has completed shoulder check, 
players behind him are partners responsibility.



Violation Procedure
Front Official
What steps must the front Official take when a face-off 
violation occurs?

Verbally eject centre

Communicate what the violation was
Winger is 

not on-side!

Team Red 
out!



Violation Procedure
Back Official

Blow whistle

Hand signal to indicate violating team

Hold position, do not approach the circle



Violation Procedure

Once you remove a centerman, blow your whistle and 
allow an additional five seconds for the teams to line up 
for the face-off.



Puck Drop Common Faults

Beginning to exit while dropping the puck.

Up and overhand motion.

Dropping the puck too hard or too soft.



Face-Off Exit

Pause to see what direction the puck goes and then in the 
opposite direction look for clear route towards the 
boards.

Once there move quickly to the line skating backwards 
keeping the puck and players in view.

Communicate with your partner.



Face-Off Tips

Be ready ahead of the players.

Ensure other officials are ready.

Encourage players to line up correctly as they arrive.

Don’t coach players who line up incorrectly.

Provide no warnings of ejections.

Establish a standard early and maintain it.



Rule 10.2 – Face-Offs

The face-off location will be determined by the offending team losing 
the most territorial advantage .

Centre ice face-offs will be only conducted at the start of each period, 
following the scoring of a goal, premature substitution of the 
goaltender causing the offending team to lose territorial advantage, 
or an error in calling an icing. 

Any other stoppage of play in any zone not caused by either team, 
the ensuing face-off shall be at the nearest face-off spot excluding the 
centre face-off spot.



D
AD

The defending team creates a whistle by shooting the 
puck over the glass

Face-off takes place at end zone face-off dot Where will the face-off take place? 



The attacking team creates a whistle by shooting the puck 
out of play

Where will the face-off take place? 

A

AD

The face-off moves outside of the offensive zone to the 
closest face-off dot



The puck is in the neutral zone and is shot out of play by 
the attacking team

Where will the face-off take place?

AD

The face-off will take place at the face-off dot in the neutral zone 
closest to the offending team’s zone



Where will the face-off take place?

AD

The attacking team creates a stoppage just outside the offending team’s 
blueline

When a team creates a stoppage in the neutral zone, with the puck between the 
dot and opposing team’s blueline, the face-off is at the closet dot



Where will the face-off take place?The puck strikes an official inside the blue line and goes out of playThe face-off is always in the zone that the puck goes off an official



Face-Offs – True or False

1. The centre taking the face-off shall have the toe of his stick touching the 
ice in the designated area.

2. Do not conceal the puck, allow the centermen to see it.

3. Visiting team gets 10 seconds to change on each stoppage.

4. In the two official system, the official conducting the face-off does the 
line procedure.

5.  On end-zone face-offs, a winger’s stick may be anywhere in the circle.



Face-Offs – True or False

1. The centre taking the face-off shall have the toe of his stick touching 
the ice in the designated area. True.

2. Do not conceal the puck, allow the centermen to see it. False.

3. Visiting team gets 10 seconds to change on each stoppage. False.

4. In the two official system, the official conducting the face-off does the 
line procedure. False.

5. On end-zone face-offs, a winger’s stick may be anywhere in the circle. 
False.


